Mindboggle: a scatterbrained approach to automate brain labeling.
Mindboggle (http://www.binarybottle.com/mindboggle.html) is a fully automated, feature matching approach to label cortical structures and activity anatomically in human brain MRI data. This approach does not assume that the existence of component structures and their relative spatial relationship is preserved from brain to brain, but instead disassembles a labeled atlas and reassembles its pieces to match corresponding pieces in an unlabeled subject brain before labeling. Mindboggle: (1) converts linearly coregistered subject and atlas MRI data into sulcus pieces, (2) matches each atlas piece with a combination of subject pieces by minimizing a cost function, (3) transforms atlas label boundaries to the matching subject pieces, (4) warps atlas labels to their transformed boundaries, and (5) propagates labels to fill remaining gaps in a mask derived from the subject brain. We compared Mindboggle with four registration methods: linear registration, and nonlinear registration using SPM2, AIR, and ANIMAL. Automated labeling by all of the nonlinear methods was found to be at least comparable with linear registration. Mindboggle outperformed every other method, as measured by the agreement between overlapping atlas labels and manually assigned subject labels, with respect to the union or the intersection of voxels. After applying the same procedure that Mindboggle uses to fill a subject's segmented gray matter mask with labels (step 5), the results of the other methods improved. However, after performing a one-way ANOVA (and Tukey's honestly significant difference criterion) in a multiple comparison between the results obtained by the different methods, Mindboggle was still found to be the only nonlinear method whose labeling performance was significantly better than that of linear registration or SPM2. Further advantages to Mindboggle include a high degree of robustness against image artifacts, poor image quality, and incomplete brain data. We tested the latter hypothesis by conducting all of the tests again, this time registering the atlas to an artificially lesioned version of itself, and found that Mindboggle was the only method whose performance did not degrade significantly as the lesion size increased.